A Colleague Honored —
Tribute to Dr. Inna V. Ravich-Shcherbo

“She [Ravich-Shcherbo] is the ‘Mother of Twin Research’ in Russia” (Finkelkurts, 2001). Her gift is revival of twin-based approaches to behavior, following state imposed suspension for nearly forty years. On the final day (July 7, 2001) of the Tenth International Congress on Twin Studies (ISTS), in London, a tribute was read in her honor:

Dr. Inna V. Ravich-Shcherbo is an exceptional example of an academician whose contribution cannot be evaluated only in terms of empirical achievements, but also must be viewed in terms of its impact on the history of science.

Ravich-Shcherbo started her professional career in the mid-fifties, at the end of the Stalin era. As a result of her interest in the etiology of individual differences, she came upon the field of behavioral genetics in foreign literature, which stimulated her research on the applications in Russia of family and twin methodology. Ravich-Shcherbo investigated historical records and discovered an exciting line of research carried out by a group of Russian scientists in the late teens and early twenties under the direction of Dr. Levit, a peer of Dr. Vavilov. Among those young scientists were many whose names now are well known, including Alexander Luria. The group had established the Moscow twin registry and launched a number of studies using twin methodology. In its very brief period of existence, the group generated more than two dozen publications and then... disappeared. A number of its members, including Levit himself, perished in the Stalinist repression. The science they practiced (known in Russia as psychogenetics) was condemned. The publications were banned and hidden from scientists in the basements of libraries. The years of the dominance of the “social” paradigm in genetics and agriculture, known as “lysenkovschina,” lasted well into the sixties.

In her scientific and organisational work, Ravich-Shcherbo restored and cherished this rediscovered approach. She sustained this approach despite pressure from the dominant ideology and re-introduced psychogenetics, especially twin research, to Russian science. She prepared a generation of new scientists who, once again, formed a group initially led by her, and now led by her former students. Ravich-Shcherbo’s rigor, tolerance and scientific sophistication are exemplary and shine through in her research and teaching.
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A remarkable scientist, a true academician and a very strong person, Dr. Inna V. Ravich-Shcherbo is responsible for the current existence of the field of twin research in Russia." (Written by Dr. Elena Grigorenko and read by Dr. Robert Plomin)

The decision to recognize Dr. Ravich-Shcherbo arose from a meeting between Drs. Robert Plomin (Institute of Psychiatry, London) and Elena Grigorenko (Yale University and Moscow Psychological Institute of the Russian Academy of Education).

A Closer Look Back

Work at the Medico-Biological Institute is credited with having launched the science of psychogenetics in Russia (Grigorenko & Ravich-Shcherbo, 1997). Psychogenetics, broadly defined, concerns the inheritable basis of psychological characteristics. Four main areas were defined: cultural and genealogical methods; twin research designs, eugenics and public knowledge of eugenic findings; and familial transmission of psychiatric disorders.

The Medico-Biological Institute was clearly a treasure trove. A highlight was a special kindergarten for twins enabling a succession of experimental studies. Researchers paid considerable attention to the environment as a relatively neglected aspect of development. Specifically, there was concern that genetic and environmental contributions to trait variation would be affected by living conditions and the genetic composition of the population in question. Age was also seen as a neglected factor in twin investigations, given that age-related changes at the level of the individual and population may differ. Thus, efforts were made to study twin pairs of similar age (Levit, 1935).

The effects of training on performance were also emphasized. An especially intriguing co-twin control study observed 5.0 - 5.5-year-old twins completing similar tasks under different
Of course, current ethical standards while the co-twin did not (Levit, 1935). Children constructed a figure from bricks by copying a figure created by the examiner. The “model method” presented a figure covered by paper, while the “element” method presented a figure in full view. Each twin participated in twelve trials over several months. Post-study evaluations showed that the model method produced persisting changes in constructive and perceptual skills relevant to the experimental task, and to skills in other domains. In contrast, the element method failed to produce cognitive change.

Co-twin control methods were also used to evaluate treatment effects on physical and medical conditions. One co-twin from five MZ twin pairs concordant for rickets received ultra-violet ray exposure, a practice producing improvement. When monochorial twins were born, one infant received immunisation, while the co-twin did not (Levit, 1935). Of course, current ethical standards would disallow withholding of beneficial treatment to one twin.

Other influential work was performed by M.S. Lebedinsky in 1932. His paper is considered the “first fundamental Russian psychological publication with a psychogenetic content” (Grigorenko & Ravich-Shcherbo, 1997, p. 100). His work was somewhat controversial as it questioned some fundamental assumptions of twin methodology. Interestingly, he advocated combining twin and family designs, an approach that is popular today.

A visit to Russia from twin research’s familiar friend, Bronson Price, occurred during these years. (Price is famous for 1950 and 1978 papers on prenatal influences [“primary biases”] associated MZ co-twin differences in development.) In looking over A.R. Luria’s archives, Dr. Ravich-Shcherbo recently discovered that Price, a statistician, had worked in Luria’s laboratory. She wrote the following: “He researched giftedness using the twin method and also lead the seminars. Could it be the same Bronson Price who is mentioned in your book Entwined Lines on page 319 and in other works of psychogenetics? Is it possible to find out somehow?” The answer lay just ten seconds and two feet away because, filed among my reprints, was a paper by Gordon Allen (1978) commemorating Price’s career. Price had, in fact, spent time in Moscow as a fellow of the Social Science Research Council. There he became a close colleague of H.J. Müller, senior scientist at the Medico-Genetical Research Institute in Moscow from 1933-1936. Price produced a paper, “USSR notes” (Price, 1937), copyrighted, but unpublished. Sensing Ravich-Shcherbo’s excitement at possibly discovering this interesting connection, I forwarded the information to her immediately.

Price’s precious notes and memoirs would provide an informative take on the nature of twin research and other activities during those times. It might also resolve a curious conflict between statements made by G. Allen and M.S. Lebedinsky. Allen wrote, “The seed for the Primary Biases paper was probably sowed at the Medico-Genetical Institute in Moscow, where the importance of the mutual circulation for surviving twins was discounted” (p. 95). However, Lebedinsky questioned MZ twins’ pervasive likeness in view of prenatal circumstances linked to early and later developmental differences in both types of twins (Grigorenko & Shcherbo, 1988). Thus, awareness of prenatal influences on MZ twins’ behavior was recognised (although may not have been sufficiently considered in interpreting findings). The 100-year jubilee honoring A.R. Luria (1902–1977) is approaching (Ravich-Shcherbo, 2001), providing an opportune time to revisit this question.

Other issues have been more readily addressed, due to the survival of some twin data. As a visiting investigator at the Institute in 1936, Sidney L. Halperin wondered if family effects on mental skills might be diminished in a culture that disparaged class structure and early 1900s” (Grigorenko & Ravich-Shcherbo, 1997, p. 106). Consequently, one of Dr. Ravich-Shcherbo’s important legacies is an ongoing longitudinal twin study of behavioral development. This project has yielded seventeen doctoral dissertations.

In Her Own Words
Dr. Inna V. Ravich-Shcherbo is the link between past and present twin research in Russia. As such, her efforts importantly affect the future course of the field. Listening to her is to appreciate the genius of her own interests in twins, and those of her country, more fully than textbook renditions will allow. In her own words:

NS: How did you become interested in twin studies? What exactly made you interested?
RS: I became interested in twins as a method for studying hereditary attributes of the human nervous system. This question (applied to animals) arose in the works of the famous Russian physiologist, I.P. Pavlov. My first student who started this work, N.F. Shliakhta (Department of Psychology at Moscow State University), studied features of the strengths of nerve processes. Others joined her later. The main results are presented in our first collection.

NS: What research activities did you pursue during the years that psychogenetic work was not allowed?

RS: I worked in the laboratory of one of the biggest nativist psychologists, B.N. Teplov. He was also my instructor in graduate school when I studied the attributes of the nervous system using sensory and motor electrophysiologic methods in adults and children, and in children with mental handicap.

NS: In Russia today, what is the most exciting twins study or twin research finding?

RS: Unfortunately, we have a financial situation here which makes it very hard to do much research on twins. That is why there are not many such studies. However, I think they are all very interesting, including the psychophysiological studies, studies of twins from the first months of life (T.A. Stroganova and collaborators at the Brain Research Institute and E.A. Sergenko and collaborators, Russia Psychological Institute) and the longitudinal study of twins from pre-school to later years (M.S. Egorova and collaborators, at our institute, which is the Psychological Institute).

In the last few years, colleagues from the medical institute surveyed 135 pairs from 40 to 60 years of age, with reference to blood pressure, daily and nightly blood pressure profile, hypertension, and other measures (A.P. Saharan, L.I. Kirechenko and collaborators). Among the earlier studies, I would note the psychophysiological studies of T.M. Marytuina on optically caused potentials, and the work of S.B. Malykh on brain potentials associated with motion. In addition, there is the interesting work by N.V. Gavrish, S.B. Malykh and T.A. Meshkova on EEG spectral characteristics and sex differences in 6-7-year-old twin children.

NS: Do Russian twins feel special like twins in most places? Do parents of twins feel special or overwhelmed?

RS: We developed the twin registry beginning with the first years of the laboratory’s establishment. We did this by sending letters about twins to schools and kindergartens in Moscow. Some of the adult twins were also found through letters sent to schools when they were younger. The other adult twins we gathered in the 1990s by posting ads in Moscow newspapers.

We do not have a twin center yet, but I am working on its establishment right now. I am hoping that this will take place — I tried it several times before, but it did not happen.

NS: Are there any well-known conjoined twin cases in your country?

RS: I know of the existence of two such pairs. Masha and Dasha Krivoshlyapova are 51 years old and live in a nursing home. Sometime ago they were studied by P.K. Anokhin and his collaborators. Ten-year-old Zita and Gita Rezahapova are another pair of conjoined twins. According to one of our newspapers, they will be separated soon by Russian and Spanish doctors. We did not study conjoined twins in my laboratory.

Note (NS): Masha and Dasha were of great scientific interest because of their unusual physical connections (Davis Chiropractic Center on-line). The twins are diencephalic, with separate upper intestines and shared lower intestine, rectum, reproductive system, digestive system and circulatory system. Their dramatically differing health patterns were initially puzzling to physicians. It is now believed that the status of their individual spinal cords and columns explains their differential susceptibilities to illnesses.

When the twins were born in 1950, their mother was informed that they had died. They had, however, been placed in an institution near Moscow for continued study. They attracted considerable public interest when their life history was documented on a national television program in Russia. They are currently patients of Dr. Lale Khankichi-Zade, a dentist associated with the Adventist Health Center in Moscow. Dr. Khankichi-Zade recently joined the International Dentist program at Loma Linda University’s School of Dentistry (LLU News and Events, 2000).

Masha and Dasha say they fear the difficulties of life as conjoined twins over the risks of surgical separation. A book about their life has recently been written in Russian, and will soon be available in English and German (BBC, on-line).

NS: Is Miller’s 1891 book similar to Galton’s work?

RS: Miller’s work is mostly about embryonic development and post-natal maturation of twins. There is also information about twins and diseases.

NS: What is the twin research you have done that you feel is most significant?

RS: I think that the most interesting of our studies are those that tested A.R. Luria’s hypothesis about possible change in the relative contributions of genetic and environmental determinants to psychological traits during development. These are the studies by T.A. Panteleeva (voluntary and non-voluntary movement), T.N. Marytuina (optically caused potentials) and E.V. Orekhova and S.B. Malykh (readiness potentials associated with simple voluntary movement). I think that such studies might bring clarity to variation in genetic and environmental factors relevant to these behaviors. I also think that the studies of connections between genetic influence and physio-
Twin Research in Russia: Today and Tomorrow

Twin R’ Us (sia). I could not resist the prior play on words and letters (!) now conventional in the United States and elsewhere. The result is, however, an auspicious label for this section on the current status of Russian twin research.

Studies using Russian twin samples are more plentiful than I was aware (despite Ravich-Shcherbo’s regret that there were few). This may be explained by their comprehensiveness (topics are varied, so reports appear in diverse books and journals) and presentation (writing is often in Russian, limiting access by international colleagues). There is clearly much to discover and appreciate. Many subjects and scientists were mentioned by Dr. Ravich-Shcherbo in her wonderful interview. I will, therefore, review some of the most recent work generated by an ongoing longitudinal behavioral development study and by the Adult Russian Twin Study (ARTS). First, the chapter outline of Dr. Ravich-Shcherbo’s (1988) book, _The Role of Heredity and Environment in the Organization of Human Individuality_, is presented. Elena Grigorenko graciously photocopied this work for me (even though it was written in Russian!). Translation of the complete text was prohibitive, but translation of chapter headings was not, a task left to my Russian-born co-author. This information offers a glimpse into Dr. Ravich-Shcherbo’s life work:

- Analysis of quantitative traits
- Twin method
- The role of heredity and environment in EEG variability
- The nature of interpersonal change in evoked potentials

- Psychogenetic study of psychophysiological structures
- The role of genetic and environmental determinants in changes in motor functioning
- Genotype and environment in the variation of cognitive functions
- The nature of interpersonal change in temperament and personality

Table 45 from chapter 7 is reproduced in Russian (see Figure 1) and translated into English (see Figure 2). Like the beginnings of Russian twin research, it is exciting to find the familiar in an unknown place.

Table 45 from Dr. Ravich-Shcherbo’s (1988) book, _The Role of Heredity and Environment in the Organization of Human Individuality_.

**Table 45**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors and Organization</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Number of Twins</th>
<th>IQ 1st Year</th>
<th>IQ 2nd Year</th>
<th>IQ Genetic</th>
<th>IQ Shared Environment</th>
<th>IQ Nonshared Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D. G. Freedman, 1983</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. H. Goldsmith, J. L. Capen, 1982</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. P. Matheny, 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. V. Ivanov, N. Ivanov, 1970</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Budz et al., 1975</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. G. Voronkov et al., 1968</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Wilson et al., 1971</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. A. Gardiner, 1984</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. P. Johnson, T. T. Fuchs, 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Savitsky, 1965</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. P. Matheny, A. V. Ivanov, 1970</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Ravich-Shcherbo (1988)

**Figure 1**
Table 45 from Dr. Ravich-Shcherbo’s (1988) book, _The Role of Heredity and Environment in the Organization of Human Individuality_.

Recent twin studies have examined the heritability of behavioral traits, in addition to their developmental aspects. Cognition and creativity were assessed using 60 MZ and 63 DZ twin pairs assembled mostly from a Moscow-based population registry established by members of Dr. Ravich-Shcherbo’s Psychogenetics and Individual Differences Laboratory (Grigorenko, LaBuda, & Carter, 1992). Additional pairs were identified with the cooperation of a Leningrad twins’ club and Voronezh school administrators. IQ and cognitive ability correlations for MZ and DZ twins were generally comparable to those reported for other twin samples (MZ: .69 to .88; DZ: .37 to .73), although IQ heritability was lower than that reported elsewhere (.29 vs. .45).
The table shows within-pair correlations or the significance of differences. In this table and tables 46-50, the asterisk shows that differences between MZ and DZ pairs are significant. Source: Ravich-Shcherbo (1998), translation.

**Figure 2**

English translation of Table 45 from Ravich-Shcherbo (1998).

Factors in Russia differ dramatically from those of the western nations that have produced most twin and adoption studies. He posed two competing hypotheses: (1) the communist regime could have reduced environmental variation among its citizens, (2) or the changed political climate as of 1989 may have enhanced variability with respect to resources and earnings.

The first study was an analysis of twin and adoption studies. He posed two competing hypotheses: (1) the communist regime could have reduced environmental variation among its citizens, (2) or the changed political climate as of 1989 may have enhanced variability with respect to resources and earnings.

**Twin Festivals**

I have been invited to two twin festivals. A March, 1991 letter from Tamara Morozova introduced the Leningrad “I and You” Twins Club and plans for future twin research. Posters and placards announcing the Second Twins International Festival were also included. A November, 1998 letter from Anatoly Vasjutinsky described activities...
and initiatives of the Club of St. Petersburg Twins, founded in 1995. I could not attend either event, but have received information from Russian twins (A. & A. Fingelkurts).

The two festivals these twins attended were held in Moscow so were not the same as those mentioned above. The first included “competitions” for within-pair similarity. MZ twins competed across activities (e.g., dancing, drawing and choosing) to determine the most behaviorally identical pair. Winners later participated in a grand show held later at the Rossiya Hall and were invited to visit the United States. The second festival recognised the one-year anniversary of the twins’ association. It included a scientific program, as well as various forms of entertainment.

**What Lies Ahead**

Colleagues credit Dr. Inna V. Ravich-Shcherbo with rebuilding psychogenetics and twin research programs in Russia. Doctoral students are continuing her tradition via dissertations on twins’ speech development, historical trends in Russian psychogenetics and other issues. Another book on twin research (The Nature of Individual Differences: A Study of Twins, by N.F. Talyzina and colleagues) appeared in 1991. More seasoned investigators are working toward a center dedicated to twin studies. Psychogenetics has become an obligatory discipline in the State Standard of Higher and Professional Education in psychology. The “Culture” television channel is producing a segment on psychogenetics and twin studies. People are growing increasingly receptive to genetic explanations of behavior (although residual effects of the environmentalist perspective linger). Much progress has been made, but continuity of empirical work is uncertain.

Despite many reasons for optimism, some worry that no single individual or institute will emerge to nurture Ravich-Shcherbo’s contributions toward grander goals. Born in Voronezh in 1927, Ravich-Shcherbo is now seventy-four years of age. She has a daughter, Natasha Vasilenko, who works in polymer chemistry, and a son, Vladimir Krever, who works in biodiversity (World Wide Fund for Nature). She also has five grandchildren and two great-grandchildren. Given the limited available resources, she admits that “these days it is hard for us to do such [twin] studies.” Another difficulty may be the recent dismantling of Russia’s twelve-year National Human Genome Project and the potential effects of this decision on related research (Pokrovsky & Allakhverdov, 2001).

International collaborations dedicated to further developing the longitudinal twin study, Russian Twin Registry and ARTS should be encouraged. Organising additional twins’ festivals and celebrations, and establishing parents’ and twins’ clubs are crucial at the current juncture. Reviving 1950’s special services for families with multiple birth children would also be beneficial. And … Moscow or St. Petersburg might prove a splendid venue for a future International Twin Congress …

---

**Professional and Personal Portraits of Russian Twins: Drs. Andrew A. and Alexander A. Fingelkurts**

I have never met Drs. Andrew A. and Alexander (Alex) A. Fingelkurts, but I know them well. These thirty-two-year-old, Russian-born MZ twins are psychophysiologists at the Laboratory of Computational Engineering and Centre for Computational Science and Engineering, at Helsinki University of Technology, in Finland. In the spring, 2001 they had contacted my colleague, Dr. Richard Lippa, for information about his twin studies on gender identity and development. Knowing I would be visiting Russia that summer, Lippa put us in touch and we have corresponded about twins and twin research ever since. We just missed meeting in Moscow because my day of arrival was their day of departure.

Alex and Andrew were born on November 23, 1969 in the city of Krasnador, the capital of the Krasnador territory near the Black Sea. Alex was first born and the larger of the two, but both twins had very respectable birth weights (3,900 grams and 3,600 grams, respectively). Currently, they are separated by only 5 kilograms (11 pounds) and 4 centimeters (1.50 inches), with Alex maintaining the physical edge. Responses to Nichols & Bilbro’s (1966)
Their artistic flair is also expressed in paintings, original in both style and method; more will be said about that momentarily.

Alex and Andrew are individually impressive and collectively dazzling. Each is an accomplished academic with numerous publications, presentations, memberships, honors and awards. Each is a professional painter with a style common to just two. Each recalls interests in human intellectual functioning and drawing emerging as early as age seven. As MZ co-twins, they exemplify conclusions from twin studies of intelligence and achievement showing genetic effects on trait-relevant measures (McGue, Bouchard, Iacono, & Lykken, 1993; Chambers, Hewitt & Fulker, 2000). Their current academic passion (the failure of MZ male twins to realise their potential giftfensess), is approached with the same extraordinary zeal. Adding to their interest in human behavior (and our interest in them) is that Alex is left-handed and Andrew is right-handed, although laboratory studies suggest a reverse pattern! Thus, these twins are magnificent sources of information and ideas concerning human cognition, personality, sociability and productivity.

The twins’ talents are captured in a single resume accessible from their shared web site (http://www.ice.hut. fi/~fintw1). It is a fascinating read, not just for the scientific accomplishments, but for the oneness of effort and credit that fill each page. Both twins names appear at the top, yet the bundling of two careers in a single package is not immediately obvious. The document’s duality is understated, evident only by the use of plural nouns when single forms are expected: “Objective: Ph.D. researchers:” “1987–1989: Privates, USSR Infantry,” and first name labels (placed in parentheses) when such details seem extraneous: “Nov. 1998: Successfully defended Ph.D. dissertation: ‘Time-spatial organization of human EEG segment’s structure’ (Andrew).”’ Some regularities of human EEG spectral pattern dynamics during cognitive activity’ (Alexander).” Two e-mail addresses are also listed, with user names differing by one digit (1 vs. 2, corresponding to order of birth). It is a stunning economy of effort if one considers that the twins’ individual resumes would be virtually identical to the shared one. I found this so fascinating that I pursued the matter with the twins themselves. Their response was a rare glimpse into the subtle psychological aspects of twinship that are often missed. (Note: All written comments were signed “Andrew & Alex” or, more simply, “A & A”):

It is a very practical decision — since we have the same records, achievements and dates it is rational to make one CV. Another reason [for doing so] is that when we do not stress that we are identical twins then, very often, people perceive our documents [to be] documents of the same person.

This counterintuitive comeback is well reasoned. Logical singleton minds might suppose that a pair’s common vita suggests two individuals presenting as one. Alex and Andrew maintain the opposite, namely that separate papers paint an impression of one person with vitas to spare. The single document with two names preserves the twins, as well as the twinship.

The Fingellkurts’ publication and presentation list is an especially interesting feature of their resume. It boasts 15 publications, 7 manuscripts (in press, under review or in preparation), and 21 conference abstracts. All entries bore both twins’ names with four exceptions: the two Ph.D. dissertations and two student presentations. All papers, but two, and all abstracts, but three, were co-authored with other investigators, no doubt reflecting the twins’ collaborative work situation. Still, I wondered if the twin’ authorship would show balanced ordering. Counting revealed that Alex preceded Andrew on 8 papers and 11 abstracts, while Andrew preceded Alex on 12 papers and 8 abstracts. The final tally was 19 (Alex) and 20 (Andrew) I was reminded of Von Bracken’s (1934) marvelous experiments showing greater equality in output by MZ than DZ co-twins when working in close proximity. Again, the twins’ sharp insight resolved the question of whether authorships were decided by earning credit, “taking turns” or tossing coins:

This is very simple. Although we are working in the same branch of neuroscience, each of us has his own specialty. On everything associated with spectral descriptions — Alex is first; on everything associated with functional relations of different cortical areas — Andrew is first. In other articles, whoever generates the idea is first author. We never have problems with that.

Studying these words, it seems that what appeared as a deliberate decision (i.e., maintaining publication/presentation equality) was not that at all. It is more likely that equality flowed naturally from according greater credit to the rightful owner, a role each twin fills about half the time. Thus, the twin’s matched abilities and motivations form the core of their similar productivity.

Why did Alex and Andrew choose to work in Finland? The economic situation for Russian scientists has been poor for some time. With the 1991 dissolution of the Soviet Union, many scientists sought employment abroad (Stone, 1991). Some improvements have occurred, owing to efforts by the International Science Foundation and other organisations supporting research opportunities. However, serious obstacles remain in the form of antiquated equipment and limited funding initiatives. Alex and Andrew faced the additional hurdle of finding an academic residence for two. The Helsinki University of Technology proved an acceptable compromise for several reasons. Its close physical proximity to Russia allowed the twins to maintain research relations with colleagues at the Moscow Brain Research Group, headed by Prof. Alexander Kaplan. It also offered positions to both twins, a situation seemingly difficult to come by.

Are joint academic appointments more easily found by MZ twins than by spouses? Alex and Andrew are the third set of MZ twins I know who secured positions in the same department and academic institution. David and Dean Kopsell, MZ twins from Hebron, Illinois, who participated in my dissertation research when they were nine, have a similar story to tell. Upon receiving doctoral degrees in horticulture from the University of Georgia, they became assistant professors in the University of New Hampshire’s Department of Plant Biology (University of New Hampshire Magazine, 2000). Like their Russian counterparts, each twin pursued his own research specialty: David integrated research findings into educational programs and Dean investigated how plants use nutrients more
However, if the Fingelkurts’s thesis is correct (i.e., talented MZ male twins are relatively rare), then twins’ vs. spouses’ joint scholarship will be hard to compare.

Perhaps MZ twins’ close emotional connection, more than their matched talents, is what draws others to them. Studying Alex and Andrew’s social relations is another great journey on the “twinship enterprise.” They express the highest levels of ease and satisfaction in each other’s company. The bond between some spouses, best friends and non-twin siblings may approach, or even match, this level of relatedness; however, I suspect it would be confined to specific contexts. In contrast, the attachment between MZ twins like Alex and Andrew seems to typify most areas of their shared experience:

We feel very comfortable being twins. We live in peace and never have conflicts. We have common interests and preferences, and we buy the same clothes. We have the same friends. But we can have different opinions on scientific questions — so sometimes we have arguments on scientific problems. Although we like to be twins, we are aware of many problems of twins’ lives and attitudes of others toward twins (most of all it concerns personal life). But because we are conscious of it, we haven’t any psychological complexes here.

The twins’ relations seem able to weather even the fiercest of intellectual storms. I wondered if the spirit of their artistic lives paralleled that of their scientific ones. A different rendering of the same picture emerged, unimaginable to many, but inspiring to all:

We always draw the same work together — this always fascinates our friends, but for us this is very natural and ordinary. However, this does not mean that we divide the painting into two parts. Each of us uses the whole space, and later it is difficult to say who drew what! Actually, we tried to draw with someone else, but realized this was impossible because another person always has different feelings and perceptions which are not coincident with ours.

The twins’ artistic accolades are dispensed in a varied version of their scientific ones: “We have a very good system for signing our names on the paintings: Fingelkurts A & A.” This approach to artistic creations reminded me of former MZ female twin students who recorded class notes in each other’s notebooks during lecture. It is certain that neither recalled the scribbler’s identity when studying for examinations, but it probably did not matter.

Running through A & A’s comments are allusions to mechanisms underling their collaborative compatibility: matched feelings, attitudes, responses and perceptions — a kind of coordination without consciousness. It is a situation that many desire, but which few truly achieve. Could this be the best part of being twins? I asked them to comment:

This question is difficult and the answer will depend on the side to which one looks. If we think about the main influence on our personality, then we can say that constantly being together creates in us a huge tolerance of people’s natures. This means that we never react negatively or aggressively to anyone’s deviations and peculiarities. And, as a result of that, we have an enormous number of friends. Many of our friends think it is very cool to be twins because you are never alone.

Without interrupting their train of thought, Alex and Andrew next described a curious consequence of spending uninterrupted time with someone, namely loneliness:

But in reality, it [twins never feeling alone] is not true, at least for us. When we are only two — we feel lonely because we need someone with whom to communicate. When we are only two we never communicate between each other because we haven’t the topic...
These three-year-olds were part of a rare group of orphans in a home outside Moscow. This is not an isolated observation, but one that seems central to MZ twins’ social experience. In fact, it replayed a conversation I had overheard several months earlier. MZ twin teenagers pleaded with their reluctant parent to accompany them on a walk. “Please come with us, we don’t want to be alone!” Of course, they would not have been strictly by themselves, but like Alex and Andrew, sought stimulation from outside the pair.

I suspect that comfort in each other’s company is what distinguishes twins’ loneliness from that of others. In their thirty-two years, Alex and Andrew have never been separated for longer than a day at a time. “It feels OK when you know exactly what is going on. However, if one is absent more than it was agreed then the other one feels physically very bad.”

Interviews with Alex and Andrew, occurred as a steady stream of e-mailed questions and answers. It was an exhilarating experience, like having clearance to listen in on a classified conversation. Many twins may claim tacit understanding of what was said, but attaching words to feelings is the hard part. Alex and Andrew are masters at this task.

Here is their personal tribute to Dr. Inna V. Ravich-Shcherbo whom they know well:

These words are in appreciation of Inna V. Ravich-Shcherbo’s career: Inna Ravich-Shcherbo, Ph.D. is well known in Russia for her many pioneering contributions to psychogenetics (behavioral genetics in the West). Tragic events of the 1930s interrupted the existence of psychogenetics in Russia. Its re-emergence in the late 1960s – early 1970s coincided with the 1972 establishment of a laboratory for investigating the hereditary basis of individual psychological and psychophysiological characteristics. This laboratory is now the Laboratory of Developmental Psychogenetics at the Psychological Institute of the Russian Academy of Education. Its director since 1972 has been Inna V. Ravich-Shcherbo, a position she held until the end of 1993.

Today Inna V. Ravich-Shcherbo is senior researcher at the Psychological Institute of the Russian Academy of Education. Since 1982 she has given lectures on psychogenetics to the Psychological Faculty at the Moscow State University (MSU). In 1982, MSU was the only Soviet University to offer such a course in psychogenetics. Later, as a consequence of Dr. Ravich-Shcherbo’s intense activities, the psychogenetics course was approved by the State Educational Committee of the Russian Federation. It is now mandatory for all psychology students.

Dr. Ravich-Shcherbo is the author of 110 articles and editor of the first Russian language monograph on psychogenetics entitled, The Role of Heredity and Environment in the Organization of Human Individuality (1988), Moskva: Pedagogika. She is editor and co-author of the first Russian textbooks on this subject, Psychogenetics (1999). She was also the organiser of the Twins Registry in Russia and the Twins Club in Moscow. Now, at age seventy-four, Dr. Inna V. Ravich-Shcherbo is still very active. Communication with her (as always) is a real celebration of intelligence, truthfulness and optimism.

From Moscow to the Midwest: Max and Andy

Last year, author Daniel Jussim called with a dual request: He was writing a book about twins targeted to young audiences — would I consent to an interview, and could I furnish a photograph of MZ twins reared apart? I answered affirmatively to both those questions. Double Take: The Story of Twins appeared about a year later. The book’s lovely layout, engaging tales and pleasing portraits promise a wonderful read for people of all ages. The story of Russian twins, Max and Andy, is particularly touching and one that will be remembered for some time. Here it is.

In 1991, Max and Andy were living as orphans in a home outside Moscow. These three-year-olds were part of a rare MZ twin group whose physical handicap was linked to unusual adversities in prenatal life. The umbilical cord had wrapped around their legs, blocking circulation to the limbs and causing them to gangrene. Following birth, Max and Andy underwent double and single amputations, respectively. They learned to crawl and hop, given that doctors could not furnish them with artificial limbs.

The twins’ fate took a wonderful turn when Ron Greenfield of Illinois, became aware of their situation. His empathy flowed naturally from years of wartime service, an experience that left him without his left leg. Greenfield arranged to adopt the twins, immediately outfitting them with prostheses so they could share his joy of outdoor sports.

Note

I discussed congenital gangrene in MZ twins in an earlier issue of Twin Research (Segal, 2000b). In this case, the pair was female and only one twin was affected. A blood clot was suspected to have lodged in her upper thigh, denying blood to that region and preventing her right leg from growing. When the twins were examined eighteen years ago, their physician estimated that 85 cases (including twins and non-twins) had been reported worldwide. The proportion of twins among these cases is not currently known. Additional data on the frequency and possible prevention of congenital gangrene in twin and non-twin infants would be welcome.
Moscow Summer School Series: Twin Lectures and Twin Runs

The first in a series of three Moscow Summer School lectures took place in Zvenigorod, Russia, between June 19-26, 2001, just prior to the International Twin Congress, in London. The program was organized by Dr. Marina Butovskaya (Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow and Russian State University for the Humanities, Moscow) and Dr. Frank Salter (Max Plank Institute, Andechs and Ludwig Maximilien University, Munich). The venue was a conference center and resort for Russian Academy of Sciences members and their families. It could be reached from Moscow by car in approximately two hours time. This was an exciting opportunity for Russian students and international faculty to build professional and personal relationships.

As a lecturer in this program, I was encouraged to be available to students on an informal basis after scheduled talks ended. One night I gathered with students in the lobby café to review material from my twin lecture and to share photographs of twin children and adults. I, in turn, heard a great deal about Russian twins and twin research, especially studies conducted by Dr. Ravich-Shcherbo. I listened to a captivating tale about reared apart female twins from a southern region. (Note: Russian laws respect the privacy of adoption so finding twins reared apart through social services would not be possible. Furthermore, few parents would acknowledge having adopted a child, so public requests for reared apart twins would probably prove futile.) I also mastered the Russian words for MZ (“bliz-nit-i”) and DZ twins (“dvoi-niash-ki”), but not the accents! One evening, when presentations had not been scheduled, guests watched videotaped programs on twins I had brought from the United States. These popular presentations were a great complement to the formal lectures — anyone working with twins knows that seeing multiples in action lends substance and meaning to scientific material. The visit to Russia was a great reminder that appreciation for twins and twin research is universal, and that those of us who do it will find friends everywhere.

Twin work continued early the next morning and every morning of my stay in Russia, but not in the conventional way. A fellow lecturer, Dr. Linda Gottfredson, from the University of Delaware, was accompanied by her nineteen-year-old MZ twin daughters, Nina and Lisa. The twins were avid athletes and the three of us enjoyed a succession of runs through the streets of Moscow, the roads of Zvenigorod and, eventually, the riverbanks of St. Petersburg where we traveled once the conference ended. Spending extended informal time with MZ twins was a rare treat because twins disclose so much about human behavior just by being themselves. Nina and Lisa’s synchronized running styles, vocal rhythms and spirited personalities were fascinating phenotypes. Once again, I was aware that making sense of such coordinated development would hardly be possible without reference to the wealth of available behavioral genetic data. Even twin studies’ harshest critics may have been persuaded had they joined one of our twenty-minute jaunts.

A St. Petersburg highlight was a tour of Dostoevsky’s neighborhood that included a visit to the “murder scene” in Crime and Punishment. The guide also praised Dostoevsky’s less celebrated second novel, The Double, which tracks the entwined lives of Golyadkin, a civil servant, and his exact duplicate who garners status and favor at Golyadkin’s expense. It is unclear if “the double” exists or represents an alternative side to the protagonist’s personality, a dilemma readers still debate. The themes of duality and identity make this work attractive to anyone with twin interests.

Final Thoughts: Reflections and Recognition

More than any of my other contributions to News, Views and Comments, the present piece became an amazing process of discovery, regret and respect. Such emotions are foreseeable consequences of reliving the birth, demise and resurrection of a rich scientific tradition.

I am grateful for the assistance of my co-author, Irina N. Senina, a California State University sophomore and aspiring neurobiological investigator from Bryansk, a small city near Moscow. Special thanks are also due to Elena Grigorenko (Yale University), Keith Whitfield (Pennsylvania State University), Kimberly Saudino (Boston University) and Andrew and Alexander Finkelkurts (Helsinki University of Technology). Elizaveta (Liza) Bojko, a student at the Russian State University, delivered a copy of my book (Segal, 2000a) and a note to Dr. Ravich-Shcherbo; I only regret that I was unable to do so myself. I am indebted to Dr. Ravich-Shcherbo’s daughter, Natasha Vasilenko, for managing the e-mails and faxes that passed between her mother and me. My deepest appreciation goes to Dr. Ravich-Shcherbo for graciously replying to the myriad of questions placed before her and for sharing her reflections with those who care.
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